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DATA SCIENCE
Every Other
Wednesday
4:45 to 6:00PM
Shelby Hall Rm 3104

SYSTEMS PROTECTION AND
EXPLOITATION RESEARCH
GROUP (SPERG)
Every Friday 10 – 11 a.m.
@Shelby Hall Rm 2327
www.soc.southalabama.e
du/sperg/

PARTNER SCHOOL PROGRAM
Contact Keith Lynn
at 251-460-7643. For
scheduling HOLLA click
on the link below.
Schedule Remote HOLLA

CFITS Lecture Series:
Wednesday, February17th at 2:30 pm
Virtual lecture: Zoom link:
https://southalabama.zoom.us/j/93114553455

CFITS Speaker Profile
Eric Trias
U.S. Air Force, PhD (CS), is Chief of Cyber Division, at
the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Nuclear
Enterprise Directorate, Mission Assurance
Department

Lecture Title:
“Cyber Assessments Using Network Behavior Analytics”

Quote of the Month
“Computers will
surpass us in every
single way.”
(Elon Musk)

Col Trias leads all cyberspace related mission assurance activities in support of the
Department of Defense and Joint Staff directives by conducting 70 + multidisciplinary assessments worldwide of its most critical assets annually.
As a career Cyberspace Operations Officer, Col Trias has commanded two
cyberspace squadrons; served in various leadership positions within Headquarters
Air Force – Pentagon, a base communications squadron, combat communications
squadron, and exercise control squadron; and was appointed as an Assistant
Professor at the Air Force Institute of Technology where he conducted research in
data analytics and information security.
*************************************************************************

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY:
FEBRUARY 14TH

CFITS
February 2021

Alumni Profile
NCSOFT
(Global Game Developer & Publisher, CA)
tiggs.ttfn@gmail.com

Jennifer Ortiz graduated from the School of Computing in May of 2001 with a Bachelor's of Science in Computer Science. As a
student, she participated in an internship program with QMS/Minolta-QMS, which provided a solid foundation of QA testing
experience that proved beneficial for launching her career. She acknowledges the late Dr. Michael Doran, Dr. Leo Denton, and Dr.
David Feinstein as her favorite instructors and mentors throughout her education experience at the University. She also credits Ms.
Rhonda Lucas as a major influence and guiding force at QMS/Minolta-QMS for the internship program. She says, "Professors like Dr.
Doran and Dr. Feinstein encouraged both analytical and creative thinking, as well as a lifelong love and appreciation of learning. My
education shaped how I approach both the core mechanics of product development and how I connect and collaborate with others."

After graduating, Jennifer landed an entry level customer service position with Mythic Entertainment, a game company whose
product she had been beta-testing and supporting as a volunteer. She says, "Games had always been a staple of my childhood and
continue to be a source of passion, entertainment, and creativity today. I wanted to build a skill set which would enable me to
eventually join this industry, but also understood that I had to work my way from the ground up." After nine months in customer
service, she was picked to build the first internal QA team for the company and later was offered the opportunity to move into
production and design roles.
Jennifer has been in the games industry for over 18.5 years and has worked on over 12 titles (games and expansions) in various
design and production roles. She also credits the software fundamentals she has exercised over her career as the reason she
continues to excel today. "The practical methodologies learned in college, like 'reduce, reuse, recycle', absolutely have universal
applications. Your education is not just about learning a programming language or mastering a toolkit; more important is how you
exercise software development fundamentals, analytical skill, and creative problem solving to keep you evolving as a creator,
programmer, developer, or manager."
Jennifer currently works in Orange County, California at NCSOFT, a global game developer and publisher for mobile, PC, and console
games, where her role in the company is focused on providing market, consumer, and product level insights backed by data analysis
to develop the business's strategy and roadmap.
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